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A synchrotron X-ray transmission technique was applied to study the internal load transfer and
micromechanical damage in molybdenum particle-reinforced copper matrix composites during plastic
deformation. Mechanically loaded, 1.5-mm-thick specimens were irradiated with a monochromatic
beam of 65 keV X-rays. Low-index diffraction rings of both phases were recorded with a high-
resolution two-dimensional detector. By means of newly developed data processing routines, we could
quantify as a function of applied stress both the ring distortion (from which the volume-averaged
elastic strains in the two phases were calculated), and the ring graininess (which is related to the
Bragg peak broadening). Based on this information, the deformation and damage processes in these
alloys were studied in detail. As compared to conventional neutron diffraction methods, the photon
transmission technique yielded similar precision but at much reduced measurement times. The main
sources of experimental errors were identified and strategies to minimize these errors were developed.

I. INTRODUCTION fine-grained aluminum matrix composites, bulk strain mea-
surements can be performed at much reduced exposure timesTHE load-bearing capacity of a metal matrix composite and in small diffracting volumes, thus allowing for investi-

(MMC) is dictated by the load transfer occurring from the gating the time dependenceof lattice strains and for mapping
compliant, soft matrix to the stiff, hard reinforcements.[1]

such strains with a lateral resolution of a fraction of a
The load partitioningratio between matrix and reinforcement millimeter.
remains constant as long as both components behave in a We have further developed this technique and applied it
linear elastic manner. Upon plastic deformation of the ma- to study lattice strains in copper-molybdenumcomposites.[11]

trix, the partitioningratio changes and the reinforcing phases The first goal of the present work is to establish a detailed
carry a greater portion of the load. Thus, the composite methodologyfor lattice strain measurements in mechanically
becomes mechanically more efficient as a higher portion of loaded samples. As there is only limited experience with
the applied load is carried by the reinforcing phase.However, this technique and as the methods to evaluate the raw data
with increasing stress in the reinforcement, that phase may are not standardized, the present article examines in detail
fracture or debond from the matrix, thus reducing the load the experimental procedures and data evaluation techniques.
born by the reinforcement and the overall load-bearing The major sources of experimental error are identified and
capacity of the composite, and also often leading to macro- appropriate measures to minimize these errors are discussed.
scopic failure of the composite. The second goal of the present study is to compare, on

Experimental measurement of load partitioning between Cu-Mo composites from the same origin, the phase strain
the individual phases of MMCs can thus give a wealth of measured by neutron diffraction (as reported by Daymond
information on the micromechanicalevolutionof composites et al.[7,12]) and by synchrotron X-ray diffraction (as reported
during deformation. Such measurements have been per- in the present paper), thus establishing a direct comparison
formed by neutron diffraction in aluminum reinforced with between the two techniques. Finally, the third goal of this
various ceramic particles,[2,3,4] in NiTi reinforced with TiC article is to use these Cu-Mo composites to further investi-
particles,[5,6] and in a model composite consisting of copper gate how phase strain partitioningduring mechanical loading
reinforced with molybdenumparticulates.[7] Neutron diffrac- is affected by varying reinforcement volume fraction and
tion techniques, however, require long measurement times by matrix plastic deformation reinforcement damage occur-
and large diffraction volumes because of the small neutron ring at large macroscopic plastic strains.
flux available at existing thermal neutron sources and the
inherently weak interaction of neutrons with crystalline sol-
ids.[8] The availability of high-energy, high-intensity X-rays II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURESfrom third-generation synchrotron research facilities has
allowed the use of X-rays for such bulk strain measurements. A. Materials
Recently, Daymond and Withers,[9] and Korsunsky et al.[10]

We used copper matrix composites with nominal contentshave described a novel synchrotron X-ray transmission tech-
of 7.5 or 15 vol pct molybdenum particulates (referred tonique by which, as they demonstrated in their studies on
in the following as Cu-7.5Mo and Cu-15Mo) fabricated
by powder metallurgy for the neutron diffraction study by
Daymond et al.,[7,12,13] thus allowing a direct comparison
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molybdenum powder (from Atlantic Equipment Engineers,
Bergenfield, NJ), with a reported size range of 10 to 44 mm.
The molybdenum powder particulates exhibit a complex
morphology as they are partially sintered aggregates of fine,
micron-size molybdenum particles.

The powder blends were packed in steel cans, which were
lined with molybdenum foil to prevent contamination by

Fig. 1—Sketch of experimental arrangement for the high-energy photondiffusion from the steel. The powders were first annealed
diffraction experiments performed in the present study.in the can at 850 8C under hydrogen to reduce any oxides.

The evacuated and sealed cans were subsequently densified
by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) at 900 8C and 100 MPa for

positioned approximately in the center of the gage section125 minutes. Below the eutectic temperature of 1083.4 8C,
and parallel to the sample thickness. Hence, the path lengthCu and Mo exhibit very little mutual solubility.[14] Therefore,
of the incident beam inside the specimen was 1.5 mm andthese Cu/Mo composites produced by solid-state powder
the diffracting volume, over which the average strain resultsmetallurgy are expected to be composed of the two pure,
were measured, was about 0.06 mm3.untextured phases. Also, unreinforced copper billets were

The diffraction geometry is similar to that in a transmis-produced from the copper powder using the same HIP route
sion electron microscope in the sense that the wavelengthfor comparison purposes.
of the high-energy X-rays is considerably smaller than the
typical spacings of low-index lattice planes of highly sym-

B. Measurements metric crystals. As a consequence, the Bragg angles corres-
ponding to low-index planes are small, which means that1. Material composition and microstructure
these planes are oriented almost parallel to the incident beamThe as-fabricated composites and the reference material
when they are in diffracting condition. This allows forwere examined with respect to chemical composition and
recording the strains present in the plane perpendicular tomicrostructure.The volume fractionsof reinforcement (point
the incident beam, and this plane contains the longitudinalcounting method) and the matrix grain size (linear intersect
direction (loading axis) as well as a transverse direction ofmethod) were measured on optical micrographs of as-pol-
the specimen under investigation.ished and of etched metallographic sections, respectively. In

The ringlike diffraction patterns produced on a plane nor-addition, the morphologies of the reinforcement particulates
mal to the incident beam were recorded using a charge-were studied by scanning electron microscope (SEM) on
coupled device (CCD) camera fabricated by MAR, Inc.loose powder used to fabricate the composites and on pol-
(Evanston, IL) providing 16-bit intensity readings over aished cross sections of the consolidated composites.
circular screen 132 mm in diameter consisting of an orthogo-2. Mechanical tests
nal array of square, 64 3 64 mm, pixels. The total exposureDogbone-shaped, flat tensile specimens with gages 8-mm time was always 600 seconds. The readings obtained during

long, 3-mm wide, and 1.5-mm thick were fabricated from the first half of that exposure time were correlated withbulk densified composites by electric discharge machining those obtained during the second half in order to eliminateand subsequent mechanical polishing. Uniaxial tensile tests spotllike, stochastic spurious readings presumably caused
were performed at room temperature using the miniature, by background radiation. This was accomplished using anscrew-driven tensile device described by Noyan and image processing routine included with the software packageCohen.[8] First, ex-situ tests on dedicated specimens were MARCCD v. 3.19 (MAR, Inc.) that was also used for control
performed to obtain the tensile stress-strain curves of the and data acquisition of the CCD camera. The distance L
materials. During these tests, the specimen strain was mea- between the CCD screen and the specimen was set to 510sured continuously using glue-on resistor strain gages. In- mm, which allowed for simultaneous recordings of all rings
situ tensile tests without strain gages were carried out at a with diffraction angles u # 3.7 deg. A typical diffractionbending magnet beamline of the Advanced Photon Source pattern recorded by the CCD camera is shown in Figure 2,at Argonne National Laboratories (Argonne, IL.). The tensile showing the Mo (110) (u 5 2.46 deg), Cu (111) (u 5 2.62stress was increased stepwise (usually in steps of 25 MPa) deg), Cu (200) (u 5 3.02 deg), and Mo (200) (u 5 3.48and held constant during exposure times. deg) rings from the specimen as well as the Fe (110) (u 5

2.70 deg) ring from an iron powder sample inserted into the3. Lattice strain measurements by x-ray diffraction
experiments X-ray beam for error correction purposes. This iron powder

was filled in a small container, which was fixed directly toThe general experimental setup for the type of high-energy
X-ray transmission experiments performed in the present the specimen gage section using rubber bands. The container

consisted of two flat, parallel polyethylene windows, 1.04study was first described in a recent article by Daymond
and Withers.[9] The polycrystalline specimen is irradiated mm in thickness, separated by a 1.46-mm-thick spacer. The

distance DL between the centers of the calibration powderwith a monochromatic, parallel beam of high-energy X-rays,
and complete, ring-shaped diffraction patterns are recorded and of the specimen was 2.52 mm. The X-ray beam was thus

transmitted through the 1.5-mm-thick composite sample, thewith a two-dimensional detector, as shown schematically
in Figure 1. Unlike Daymond and Withers, we attached a 1.5-mm-thick, loosely compacted iron powder, and the two

1-mm-thick, amorphous polymer plates used for the con-calibration powder to the specimen, as described in more
detail later. The specimen was irradiated by a parallel beam tainer. Iron was chosen because its diffraction rings do not

overlap with those of Mo or Cu and because it has highof 65 keV photons (corresponding to a wavelength of l ’
0.19 Aƒ ) with approximate dimensions 0.2 3 0.2 mm and diffraction efficiency as compared to silicon, the only other
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This simple equation,which has widely been used to evaluate
the kind of diffraction patterns produced by the present
technique,[9,10] is based on the tacit assumption that the prod-
uct lL in Eq. [1] is unchanged for the two independent
diameter measurements D and D0. In many practical cases,
however, this assumption may not be fully justified. The
specimen-to-camera distance L may change due to small
positioning errors as the specimen is translated nominally
perpendicularly to the beam axis for mapping purposes or
as the specimen is manipulated in any other way, e.g., by
applying external forces during in-situ mechanical tests such
as those performed in the present study. With the nominal
specimen-to-camera distance used in our study, an uninten-
tional specimen displacementof only 0.1 mm in the direction
of the beam would cause a spurious lattice strain of about
of 200 mstrains. Also, the stability of the wavelength l with
respect to mean value and bandwidth is dependent on theFig. 2—Typical diffraction pattern as recorded by the two-dimensional
performance of the synchrotron as a whole and of the mono-detector (CCD camera) showing concentric diffraction rings of Cu and Mo

from as-fabricated Cu-15Mo composite under zero applied stress and of chromator used in the experiment. If l and/or L change
Fe from powder sample affixed to the gage section of the specimen. The during a series of measurements, misleading results may
ring sequence from inside to outside is Mo (110), Cu (111), Fe (110), Cu result, and it is difficult or even impossible to identify the(200), and Mo (200). An enlargement of the delineated area is found in

artifacts in retrospect and apply appropriate corrections. WeFig. 12.
thus rewrite Eq. [5] in a more general manner as

« ’ 1 2
D
D0 ?

l0L0

lL
[6]

standard we investigated for calibration. Depending on the
sample under investigation, however, it may be necessary

As shown below, the spurious strains stemming from lLto use a different calibration substance.
changes in Eq. [6] can be eliminated by taking into account
an additional diffraction ring produced by an unstrained
calibration substance (powder sample) positioned in the pathIII. ANALYSIS OF DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
of the X-ray beam. In the following, the quantities related

A. Lattice Strains to the calibration substance and the specimen are denoted
by subscripts C and S, respectively. As the lattice spacingThe diameters of a diffraction ring D on the camera screen,
dC of the unstressed calibration substance does not changethe diffraction angle u, and the specimen-to-camera distance
during the series of in-situ measurements, we obtain usingL are connected by simple trigonometry as
Eq. [6]

u 5
1
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The lattice spacing d of the diffracting set of planes is from which it follows that
obtained from Bragg’s equation as

lLC

l0L0
C

’
DC
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C

[8]
d 5
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If the spacing DL 5 LS 2 LC remains unchanged during the
where l is the wavelength of the X-rays. Combining the measurements and is also much smaller than the specimen-
preceding two equations gives to-camera distance LS (in our case DL/LS 5 2.52/510 5

0.005), we can write
d 5

l

2 sin 112 arctan 1D
2L22

[3]
LS
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By combining Eqs. [6], [8], and [9], we then obtain anFor small Bragg angles (D/2L ¿ 1), the trigonometric func-
expression for «S that is robust against small changes of l andtions in Eq. [3] can be replaced by their arguments, which
against cooperative movement of specimen and calibrationyields the much simpler equation
substance along the beam axis during the experiment
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For the lattice strain « calculated with respect to a reference
state denoted by superscripts 0, we can write As the composites of the present study were produced by
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HIP, we can assume that they are texture free and quasi- As pointedout by Korsunsky et al.,[10] using the diameter
D (rather than the radius R) for strain evaluation ensuresisotropic. Residual stresses on a microstructural scale proba-

bly exist due to the thermal expansion mismatch between that the results are not particularly sensitive to the choice
of the pattern center.copper and molybdenum. However, the volume averages of

the phase stresses must be of entirely hydrostatic nature, (5) Determination of the semiaxes of the elliptical rings.
For ellipses with almost equal horizontal and verticali.e., the volume-averaged lattice strains are independent of

the direction of measurement. In the present study, we do semiaxes a and b, the diameter can be approximated as
D(w) 5 a 1 (b 2 a) sin2 w. Then, by plotting D(w) vsnot attempt to measure these initial lattice strains but restrict

our analysis to the additional strains that develop in the sin2 w and fitting a straight line to the data points, the
semiaxes are found at sin2 w 5 1 (w 5 90 and 270 deg;course of deformation under an applied uniaxial tensile

stress. Because of the simple uniaxial testing conditions, two longitudinal direction, parallel to tensile axis) and sin2

w 5 0 (w 5 0 and 180 deg; transverse direction, perpen-measurements in the directions parallel and perpendicular to
the tensile loading axis are sufficient to characterize the dicular to tensile axis).

(6) Calculationof the lattice strains in axial and transversestrain state of the specimens.
Under ideal conditions, the diffraction patterns are initially directions for both phases of the composite. The longitu-

dinal and transverse elastic strains were calculatedcomposed of perfect, concentric circles, which are distorted
during the tensile deformation of the specimen into a shape accordingto Eq. [10] taking into account the longitudinal

(vertical) and transverse (horizontal) semiaxes of theassumed to be an ellipse. As the semiaxes of these ellipses
are oriented parallel and perpendicular to the direction of diffraction rings from the specimen and the calibra-

tion substance.loading, the simplest approach to evaluate these data would
be to merely measure the diameters of the diffraction rings

As mentioned previously, this algorithm is in some aspectsin the horizontal and vertical directions. Daymond and With-
similar to that recently described by Korsunsky et al.[10]

ers[9] have demonstrated that this approach is successful
However, our algorithm differs in an important aspect, i.e.,under optimal experimental conditions (extremely smooth
the averaging sequence. While Korsunsky et al. first aver-diffraction rings due to very small grain size and a favorable
aged the X-ray intensities over ring segments spanning a 15texture in the specimen material enhancing the diffracted
deg angle and then performed Gaussian peak fitting to obtainintensity for their specific diffracting conditions). In the
an average diameter for that segment, we first performedcourse of the present study, however, it became apparent
the Gaussian fitting at a high number of w positions andthat the diffraction rings exhibited a noticeable graininess,
then fitted an ellipse to the resulting diameter data. We alsogiving rise to very poor strain resolution if narrow horizontal
note that our ellipse fitting procedure was simplified by theand vertical strips extracted from the CCD camera image
fact that the directions of the semiaxes were defined by thewere used to determine the semiaxes.
direction of the applied stress; however, the sin2 w methodWe therefore developed an algorithm, which in some
proposed here can easily be adapted to more general casesaspects is similar to that recently published by Korsunsky
by introducing an offset angle as an additional fit parameter.et al.[10] and which takes the whole diffraction rings into
While more computation intensive, our procedure has twoaccount, thus reducing the effect of graininess on the strain
advantages.First, every angular direction has the same statis-results. This algorithm was implemented using the program-
tical weight, independent of the signal intensity. This is veryming language IDL T 5.1 (Research Systems, Boulder, CO)
helpful for the evaluationof grainy diffraction rings, becauseand consists of the following steps.
the information from the weak-intensity gaps between high-
intensity speckles forming the ring is fully taken into(1) Identification of the center of the pattern. This was
account. Second, the availability of Gaussian peak fit dataaccomplished by analyzing the Fe (200) peaks in hori-
obtained at a large number of different w positions can bezontal and vertical cross sections cutting the diffraction
used to characterize the graininess itself, which, as describedpattern approximately in the middle. These intensity
in the following section, offers additional insight into theprofiles were created by averaging over relative narrow
deformation processes occurring within the material.(48 pixels wide) strips.

(2) Polar rebinning of pixel intensity data into radius/angle
(R/w) with respect to the pattern center. This procedure
was performed by considering 1600 radial lines in w B. Assessment of the Graininess of the Diffraction Rings
steps of 0.225 deg. For each w step, the intensity was
read out in intervals of ,1/10 camera pixel. In order to While a grainy diffraction ring is generally not desirable

from the point of view of strain measurement, the presentsave computation time and data storage space, rebinning
was performed only over relatively narrow radial ranges study shows that the graininess can offer valuable informa-

tion on the microstructural and micromechanical evolution(40 pixels in width) encompassing the diffraction ring
under consideration. in the specimen during deformation. It was established dur-

ing the course of the analysis that the 1600 Gaussian peak(3) Gaussian peak fitting in R at each of the 1600 angular
positions. The graininess of the rings causes the fitting (half-)width values determined in different directions (1600

w steps of 0.225 deg, as described previously) are an excel-routine to fail or produce implausible results in a small
fraction (,1 pct) of angular positions. These data points lent data base to assess the graininess, as they allow for the

calculation of statistical quantities such as the average andwere eliminated using appropriate filtering routines and
disregarded in the following strain analysis. standard deviation of the ring width, AW and SW. These two

quantities were determined for all Cu (111) and Mo (110)(4) Addition of the Gaussian center positions of diametri-
cally opposite peaks to obtain the ring diameter D(w). diffraction rings used for the strain analysis.
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Fig. 3—Optical micrograph showing the typical microstructure of the as-
fabricated Cu-15Mo composite. The apparent volume fraction of reinforce- Fig. 5—SEM micrograph of a typical particulate of the Mo powder used
ment (dark) is considerably higher than the volume fraction of Mo phase, to fabricate the Cu/Mo composites.
because the reinforcements exhibit a two-phase Mo/Cu microstructure,
which is not resolved by the optical microscope.

fraction of molybdenum within the particulates is about 50
pct. The grain sizes in the copper matrix are listed in Table
I, along with other microstructural data and the results of
chemical analysis.

Figure 6 shows the engineering stress-strain curves of the
two composites measured in the ex-situ (solid lines) and in-
situ (data points connected by dashed lines) uniaxial tensile
tests. For comparison, the curve of the unreinforced refer-
ence material (produced by HIP of Cu powder) is also pre-
sented. As expected, the Cu-15Mo composite exhibits the
highest yield strength and strain hardening, and the stress-
strain curve of the Cu-7.5Mo composite is bracketed by the
curves of the Cu-15Mo composite and the unreinforced
copper.

B. Lattice StrainsFig. 4—SEM backscatter micrograph showing the two-phase microstruc-
ture of the reinforcements (dark phase is copper, and light phase is To illustrate the most crucial steps of the X-ray data evalu-
molybdenum). ation procedure, exemplary D vs sin2 w plots from step (5)

of the algorithmdescribed previously are presented in Figure
7. In this set of diagrams, data from one ring of each phase

IV. RESULTS of the virgin Cu-15Mo specimen mounted to the tensile rig
and from the Fe powder attached to that specimen (Fig.

A. Microstructure and Stress-Strain Curves 7a–c) are compared with corresponding data obtained when
a tensile stress of 236 MPa was applied to the specimenFigure 3 is a representative optical micrograph of the Cu-

15Mo composite, showing that consolidation was effective. (Fig. 7d–f). The Fe (110) data show little scatter due to the
smoothness of this diffraction ring, while the data from bothThe irregularly shaped reinforcement particulates are

approximately equiaxed and reasonably well distributed in phases of the composite, especially those from the copper
matrix in the unloaded state, exhibit a considerable amountthe matrix. The same observations were made on the Cu-

7.5Mo composite. A closer examination of the reinforce- of scatter. This underlines the importance of applying an
appropriate fitting procedure. Ideally, in the unstrained state,ments using an SEM operated in backscatter mode (Figure

4) shows that the particulates exhibit a two-phase, interpene- all diffraction rings should be perfectly circular, i.e., their
diameters should not depend on w and the slopes of straighttrating microstructure without any significant porosity. A

likely explanation is that the initially porous molybdenum lines fitted to the data presented in Figures 7(a) through (d)
should be zero. However, these diagrams show that even inpowder particulates, a typical example of which is shown

in Figure 5, were completely filled with copper forced into the unloaded state, the recorded diffraction rings are slightly
elliptical, with the deviation between the semiaxes being athe fine porosity during solid-state consolidation.Due to the

limited resolution of the optical microscope, however, the fraction of a pixel. Two effects may be responsible for this
phenomenon: (1) the camera screen was not oriented per-reinforcements appear to be single phase in Figure 3. Quanti-

tative metallographic examination of optical micrographs fectly perpendicular to the X-ray beam, and (2) the camera
pixels are not arranged in a perfectly square array. Theseyielded for both composites a volume fraction of reinforce-

ment particulates roughly twice the nominal volume fraction imperfections of the experimental setup are, however, not
harmful, as they do not affect the final lattice strain results.of molybdenum phase (Table I), indicating that the volume
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Table I. Results of Chemical and Microstructural Characterization

Material Cu Cu-7.5Mo Cu-15Mo

Nominal chemical composition* Mo: 0 wt pct Mo: 9.3 wt pct (7.5 vol pct) Mo: 16.8 wt pct (15 vol pct)
Cu: 100 wt pct Cu: 90.7 wt pct (92.5 vol pct) Cu: 83.2 wt pct (85 vol pct)

Chemical analysis** Mo: (5.94 6 0.05) wt pct Mo: (16.73 6 0.08) wt pct
Cu: (93.7 6 0.5) wt pct Cu: (83.0.7 6 0.4) wt pct

Volume fraction of two-phase particulates† 0 vol pct (16.0 6 2.3) vol pct (30.0 6 2.3) vol pct
Grain size of Cu matrix‡ 25 mm 8.8 mm 6.4 mm

*From powder weighing before densification.
**From X-ray fluorescence analysis of densified composites.
†From point counting analysis on optical micrographs of composites.
‡From linear intersect method on optical micrographs in the matrix region surrounding the two-phase particulates.

removed at the end of the test. Very similar stress-displace-
ment relationships were found for all other tensile tests
performed in the present study.

In Figure 9, corrected lattice strain results from two tensile
tests performed on two different Cu-15Mo specimens are
shown. In this diagram, the applied uniaxial stress is plotted
against the volume-averaged lattice strain measured in the
Mo phase in the longitudinal direction. The lattice strain
results were calculated based on Eq. [10], using the vertical
semiaxes of the Mo (110) and Fe (110) diffraction rings.
These results have excellent reproducibility, with the largest
deviations between the two curves being less than 100
mstrains.

In Figures 10(a) through (d) the complete set of lattice
strain results from one of the two tensile tests performed on
a Cu-15Mo specimen is shown. These diagrams include
longitudinal and transverse lattice strains from evaluating
the Cu (111), Cu (200), Mo (110), and Mo (200) diffraction
rings, all corrected using the Fe (110) ring. It is apparent

Fig. 6—Engineering stress-strain curves from ex-situ (solid lines) and in- that the strain varies between phases, as expected from their
situ (data points connected by dashed lines) uniaxial tensile tests. In the different mechanical properties, and also between crystallo-
ex-situ tests, the strain was measured using glue-on resistor strain gages.

graphic directions for each phase, due to the elastoplasticFor the in-situ tests, the strain was calculated from the crosshead displace-
ment, taking into account the compliance of the miniature tensile device. anisotropy of the individual grains. In Figures 10(a) through

(d) all curves show three regions with different slopes during
mechanical loading, indicativeof changes in the load sharing

The semiaxes of the Fe (110) ellipse are different in Fig- between matrix and reinforcement. In all cases, the curves
ures 7(a) and (d) indicating that l and/or L must have obtained upon mechanical unloading of the composite are
changed between the two exposures. In Figure 8, the stress linear within measurement error (for clarity, the transverse
applied to the tensile specimen is plotted against the relative strain unloading curves are not shown). After unloading,
changes of the Fe (110) semiaxes, (D0

C-DC)/D0
C. According the longitudinal residual lattice strains are positive for the

to Eq. [5], these relative changes are equal to the spurious reinforcement and negative for the matrix.
strains that would be added unnoticed to the true lattice Figures 11(a) through (d) show for the Cu-7.5Mo compos-
strains of the two phases of the specimen if the measurements ite the same information as Figures 10(a) through (d) for
were performed without the calibration substance. The nec- the Cu-15Mo composite, which was strained to a higher
essary corrections, which are accomplished by using Eq. stress but lower plastic strain. The lattice strain results are[10] to evaluate the true lattice strains, are in fact quite large,

qualitatively similar between the two composites. Theup to almost 1000 mstrains. Based on the observation that
change of slope observed in the high-stress regime is farsemiaxes of the ring from the unstrained calibration sub-
more pronounced in Cu-7.5Mo, leading to a full reversal ofstance change systematically as a function of the applied
the lattice strain evolution in the Mo phase; i.e., the latticestress, it can be concluded that these changes are mainly
strain decreases with increasing applied stress. The Mo (200)due to specimen displacement along the direction of the
diffraction ring from this material was too grainy to yieldX-ray beam. Considering the nominal specimen-to-camera
consistent results, so no data are presented. For the samedistance of 510 mm, the range of specimen displacement
reason, no data are presented from the unreinforced coppermust have been about 0.5 mm. Figure 8 also shows that
for which diffraction patterns consisted only of very few,most of the specimen displacements occurred at stresses
very intense spots not amenable to the strain evaluationbelow about 50 MPa, i.e., when the load is first applied at

the beginning of the tensile test and when it is completely procedures described previously.
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Fig. 7—Plots of D(w) vs sin2 w of the Fe (110), Cu (111), and Mo (110) diffraction rings. (a) through (c) unloaded, as fabricated Cu-15Mo specimen; (d )
through ( f ) same specimen loaded in-situ to 236 MPa tensile stress. The dashed lines in the latter diagrams are best linear fits to the corresponding data
from the unloaded specimen.

Fig. 8—Variation of the size of Fe(140) diffraction ring due to cooperative Fig. 9—Applied stress vs longitudinal lattice strain in the Mo phase of the
movement of the specimen and the attached calibration substance (Fe Cu-15Mo composite. Results of two independent measurements are shown,
powder) during the in-situ tensile test. The relative changes of the semiaxes indicating good reproducibility.
are equal to the apparent specimen lattice strains that would exist if no
correction procedure was applied.

evaluated, the average ring width AW always lay in the range
C. Evolution of the Diffraction Ring Graininess of 130 to 150 mm initially and did not change by more than

10 pct as the specimen was deformed. However, the ringDiffraction ring graininess, which can be expressed as the
width standard deviation SW was more sensitive to theangular variation of ring intensity, was found to evolve for
changes in ring graininess. In Figure 13, SW for the Cu (111)the copper phase in the course of the in-situ experiments,
ring is shown as a function of the applied composite strain.while it was essentially constant for the molybdenum phase.
The initial SW values depend on the matrix content (SW ’This is illustrated in Figures 12(a) and (b), which show
45 mm for Cu-7.5Mo, and SW ’ 25 mm for Cu-15Mo). Forcloseups of diffraction patterns recorded for the Cu-15Mo
both composites, a monotonic decrease of SW with increasingcomposite in the initial unloaded state and for a stress s 5
strain was observed, and both curves asymptotically reached236 MPa, respectively. In these figures, the initially grainy
about the same level (SW ’ 8 mm, corresponding to onlyCu (111) ring appears considerably smoother after the speci-

men has been plastically deformed. For all Cu and Mo rings about 7 pct of the average width AW). The value of SW is
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Fig. 10—Applied stress vs lattice strain for the Cu-15Mo composite. (a) Cu (111) and Cu (200), transverse direction; (b) Cu (111) and Cu (200), longitudinal
direction; (c) Mo (110) and Mo (200), transverse direction; and (d ) Mo (110) and Mo (200), longitudinal direction.

plotted as a function of applied stress for Cu-7.5Mo and Cu- particles) or 1.25 (spherical particles) as compared to the
15Mo in Figures 14(a) and (b), respectively. In these plots, pure matrix material. The experimentally observed strength-
the data obtained during unloading following the plastic ening factor in Figure 6 for this composite is about 2.25 and
deformation are also included, as well as the SW results from it thus considerablygreater than predicted by the FE models.
the Mo (110) rings. It is apparent that significant changes The microstructural investigation in the present study has
in graininess of the Cu (111) ring are only observed during revealed that the reinforcement particulates exhibit a hetero-
plastic deformation, but not during subsequent elastic geneousmicrostructure consisting of interpenetratingcopper
unloading to zero stress. The Mo (110) ring is less grainy and molybdenum phases with roughly 50 vol pct each, so
in the Cu-15Mo composite (SW ’ 10 mm) than in the Cu- that the volume fraction of reinforcement particulates in the
7.5Mo composite (SW ’ 18 mm) because of the statistically composite is roughly twice the volume fraction of molybde-
larger number of molybdenum grains in Bragg condition in num phase. The hard molybdenum particles form a continu-
the former material. As mentioned earlier, the graininess of ous network inside the particulates, which can thus be
the Mo (110) rings for both composites did not change expected to be very hard and stiff. An upper bound for the
significantly throughout the whole tensile tests. strengthening effect of these particulates is then given by

doubling the nominal Mo volume fraction. We use results
of Dong and Schmauder,[15] who modeled the flow behaviorV. DISCUSSION
of MMCs by a self-consistent embedded cell method for

A. Macroscopic Stress-Strain Curves different volume fractions of entirely rigid spherical rein-
forcements embedded in a matrix that obeys a Ramberg–Daymond et al.,[7] who first studied the Cu-15Mo compos-
Osgood power law (s 5 C(«/«0)N). As shown in Figure 15,ite, have pointed out that the strengthening effect visible in
the flow behavior of the unreinfored reference material ofthe composite stress-strain curves of Figure 6 is considerably
the present study can be represented with good accuracy byhigher than expected from continuum-mechanics finite-ele-
such a constitutive law, with C 5 54 MPa, «0 5 1.0 ? 1023,ment (FE) models. In these models, the reinforcement was
and N 5 0.17 (dotted line). The flow curves predicted byrepresented by 15 vol pct of either spherical or cylindrical
the Dong and Schmauder model for 15 or 30 vol pct of rigidmolybdenum particles embedded in a copper matrix exhib-
particles are shown as dashed lines. It is apparent that, eveniting the same flow characteristics as the unreinforced copper
if we assume the heterogeneous particulates in the Cu/Momaterial produced by powder metallurgy. For an applied
composites to be entirely rigid and to have twice the volumestrain of 0.01, these models predict a flow stress for the

Cu-15Mo composite higher by a factor 1.43 (cylindrical fraction of the Mo phase, the resulting strengthening effect
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Fig. 11—Applied stress vs lattice strain for the Cu-7.5Mo composite. (a) Cu (111) and Cu (200), transverse direction; (b) Cu (111) and Cu (200), longitudinal
direction; (c) Mo (110), transverse direction; and (d ) Mo (110), longitudinal direction.

predicted by FE models is still not sufficient to fully explain (3) is unlikely to contribute significantly, as the maximum
solid solubility of Mo in Cu is 600 ppm at 1083 8C, corres-the observed macroscopic flow curves of the composites

(solid lines). We thus conclude that the copper phase in the ponding to a very small volume fraction of Mo precipitates.
composites must be significantly stronger than the unrein-
forced reference material.

B. Lattice Strains and Load Partitioning Between PhasesThree mechanisms can be proposed to explain this in-situ
matrix strengthening: (1) grain-boundary hardening, as the Three regimes of load sharing can be identified in the

curves of applied stress vs X-ray lattice strain (Figures 10presence of the reinforcement particulates causes grain
refinement (Table I); (2) strain hardening by mismatch dislo- and 11). At low applied stresses (regime I), load sharing is

constant and both phases are expected to behave linear-cations produced on cooling and depressurization from the
HIP temperature and pressure; and (3) dispersion strengthen- elastically. At intermediate stresses (regime II), the rate of

increase of lattice strain with increasing applied stressing from molybdenum precipitates, which may form in the
copper matrix upon cooling from the HIP temperature. decreases in the matrix but increases in the reinforcements.

Thus, the fraction of load borne by the matrix decreases,Mechanism (1) is probably not very pronounced,as the grain
sizes of composite matrices and that of the unreinforced while the reinforcement carries proportionally more load.

This type of behavior has been observed in many compositesreference material differ only by a factor of 3 to 4. The
corresponding increase in yield stress according to the Hall– when plastic deformation occurs in the matrix, thus increas-

ing the mismatch with, and load transfer to, the elastic rein-Petch equation is 15 to 21 MPa.[16] Mechanism (2) appears
plausible, as fully strain hardened, pure copper exhibits a forcement.[1] At even higher applied stresses (regime III),

i.e., above about 100 MPa for the Cu-7.5Mo composite andflow strength of 350 MPa, as compared to a yield stress of
25 MPa.[17] Geometrically necessary dislocations are ex- above about 170 MPa for the Cu-15Mo composite, this

trend is reversed, indicating that reinforcement is gettingpected to be produced upon cooling from the HIP tempera-
ture due to the difference of thermal expansion coefficient less efficiently loaded due to damage accumulation.

In order to assess the load sharing between matrix andbetween Cu and Mo, and, to a lesser extent, upon depressur-
ization from the HIP pressure due to the mismatch in bulk reinforcement, average phase stresses rather than average

lattice strains are required. However, for the copper matrix,modulus between the two phases. Based on the simplified
thermal mismatch calculation given in Reference 18, and the calculation of average stresses from the measured lattice

strains is complicated by elastic anisotropy (which is verydepending on the size of the dislocation loops punched by
the Mo precipitates, an increase in Cu yield stress of up to pronounced for copper) and by plastic anisotropy (which

becomes effective as the matrix yields). To calculate the40 MPa can result from mechanism (2). Finally, mechanism
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Fig. 13—Dependence of graininess of the Cu (111) diffraction ring on the
uniaxial tensile strain applied to the composite specimens (for corresponding
stress-strain curves, see Fig. 6). The graininess is assessed by means of
the parameter SW , the standard deviation of the ring widths averaged over
1600 different positions along the ring.

sMo ’ E^110&,Mo ? «^110&,Mo [11]

where E^110&,Mo 5 319 GPa is the Young’s modulus of a
molybdenum single crystal uniaxially loaded in the ^110&
direction (Table II) and «^110&,Mo is the lattice strain measured
in that direction (Figures 10(d) and 11(d)). The load fraction
lMo carried by the reinforcement is

lMo 5 fMo

sMo

sappl
[12]Fig. 12—Closeups of two diffraction patterns (enlargements of the area

delineated in Figure 2) recorded during an in-situ tensile experiment on a
Cu-15Mo sample, showing segments of the Cu (111), Cu (200), and where fMo is the volume fraction of the Mo phase and sapplMo(110) rings from the specimen and the Fe (110) ring from the iron

is the applied stress. The evolution of this quantity is plottedstandard powder. It can be seen that the Cu rings are (a) rather grainy
against the applied strain for both composites in Figureinitially and (b) become less grainy as the specimen is loaded and deformed,

while no significant morphology changes are observed on the Mo(110) and 16. As discussed in Section C, the stresses sMo may be
Fe (110) rings. overestimated by up to around 60 MPa due to a lattice strain

measurement offset caused by unintentional rotation of the
specimen during loading. In Figure 16, the corresponding
uncertainties of load fractions lMo are indicated by single-desired phase stresses under these circumstances, a complex

grain interaction model (e.g., References 19 and 20) would sided error bars. In spite of the large relative errors at small
applied strains, it can be seen clearly that the load fractionhave to be adopted to describe the distribution of stresses

and strains over grains with different crystallographic orien- goes through a maximum for both composites. The decrease
in load fractions beyond that maximum (regime III) couldtation, which is beyond the scope of the present study. More-

over, the measured shifts of the copper diffraction peaks be attributed to relaxation of the matrix, plastic deformation
of the particulates, or damage processes such as particulatemay not exclusively be due to stress-induced lattice strains,

but partly be caused by changes in stacking fault density fracture and particulate/matrix detachment. As discussed
subsequently, we believe that the dominant process is theoccurring during plastic deformation.[21] We therefore base

our stress analysis on the strains measured for the molybde- disintegration of the particulates consisting of fine, sintered
Mo particles infiltrated by copper. The absolute stresses sMonum phase, as molybdenum crystals are considerably more

isotropic than copper (elastic constants listed in Table II). that exist in the molybdenum phase around the lMo maxima
in Figure 16 are considerablysmaller than the room-tempera-We estimate the average reinforcement stress from the

Mo(110) lattice strains measured in the longitudinal direc- ture yield strength of bulk molybdenum(about 600 MPa[22]).
The lattice strain measurements were, however, averagedtion by assuming that the longitudinal stress is independent

of the grain orientation and by neglecting the effects of over a volume that is very large compared to that of a
molybdenum particulate. Within the molybdenum phase,transverse stresses stemming from grain interaction within

the reinforcement phase or from interactions between the stresses and strains vary and may locally be considerably
larger than the average value. For instance, stress concentra-two phases of the composite.With these simplifyingassump-

tions, the average stress in the molybdenum phase, sMo, is tions at necks connecting the small molybdenum particles
agglomerated into a single particulate are likely to lead toestimated as
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(a)
Fig. 15—Comparison of the experimentally determined tensile stress-strain
curves of the composites (ex-situ curves presented in Fig. 6) to the flow
curves predicted by the model by Dong and Schmauder[15] for rigid particles
with 15 or 30 pct volume fraction (dashed lines), assuming that the matrices
in the composites exhibit the same flow behavior as the unreinforced
reference material (dotted line).

Changes in graininess observed upon mechanical loading of
the specimen can then be attributed to changes in the defect
density of the phase that produces the diffraction ring. Fig-
ures 13 and 14 show that defect density increased consider-
ably in the matrix phase, as expected since the matrix must
plastically deform to accommodate plastic deformation of
the composite.However, no significantchanges are observed
for the molybdenum phase, indicating that no large-scale
plastic deformation occurred in the reinforcement.

C. Methodological Aspects

The present study shows that synchrotron X-ray diffrac-
tion experiments can provide valuable information on bulk(b) lattice strains and load partitioning in Cu-Mo composites,

Fig. 14—Dependence of the graininess of the Cu (111) and Mo (110) despite the fact that both phases have relatively high atomic
diffraction rings on the uniaxial stress applied to the specimen. The loading- numbers and X-ray absorption. In the bulk, such metals
unloading sequence is marked by arrows. (a) Cu-7.5Mo and (b) Cu-15Mo. have so far only been studied by neutron diffraction. In the

following, we compare our results to those of Daymond et
al.,[7,12,13] who have recently studied the same Cu-15Mo
composite by neutron diffraction using a pulsed, polychro-disintegration of the particulates as a result of local plastic

deformation and fracture at these necks. matic beam of neutrons produced by a spallation source (for
a more detailed description of that technique, we refer toThe graininess results imply, however, that large-scale

plastic deformation did not occur in the molybdenum phase. Lewis et al.[4]). As compared to these neutron diffraction
measurements, the X-ray exposure times were more thanThe graininess of the diffraction rings results from the inci-

dent X-ray beam irradiating only a limited number of grains one order of magnitude shorter, although the diffracting
volume was about three orders of magnitude smaller in theof which only a small fraction are oriented in a diffracting

condition. This fraction depends on the broadness of the present study, and this exposure time could be further
reduced if the X-ray experimentswere performed at an inser-reciprocal lattice points of the grains, which is governed by

their real-space size and lattice defect structure. The broader tion device beamline providing an even brighter beam of
photons with even shorter wavelength.these reciprocal lattice points are, the higher is the fraction

of grains that contribute to the diffraction ring and thus the The penetration depth is larger by about one order of
magnitude for neutron diffraction, allowing the investigationmore diffuse are the speckles produced by the individual

grains. Hence, for a given number and orientation distribu- of considerably thicker specimens. Also, unlike the synchro-
tron technique, where the diffracted beam must be quitetion of grains in the gage volume, the diffraction rings

become less grainy if the lattice defect density is increased. narrow in order to yield narrow diffraction rings, the neutron
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Table II. Elastic Constants of Cu and Mo Single Crystals

Stiffness Coefficients* Compliance Coefficients* Directional Young’s Moduli**

Crystal C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa) S11 (TPa21) S12 (TPa21) S44 (TPa21) E^100&* E^110&* E^111&*

Cu 168 121 75 15.0 26.28 13.3 67 130 190
Mo 460 176 117 2.76 20.76 8.55 363 319 307

*According to Ref. 25.
**1/E^hkl& 5 S11 2 (2S11 2 2S12 2 S44)(h2k2 1 k2l2 1 l2h2)/(h2 1 k2 1 l2)2.[26]

(a)
Fig. 16—Dependence of the reinforcement load fraction lMo 5 fMo ? sMo/
sappl on applied strain.

technique uses a much wider incident beam, leading to a
considerably larger gage volume, typically by three or more
orders of magnitude. However, the large diffraction volume
is also a prerequisite for neutron diffraction because of the
weak interaction of thermal neutrons with most nuclei, lead-
ing to prohibitively long measurement times for very small
volumes. While the small diffraction volume of the synchro-
tron X-ray transmission technique has a number of positive
aspects (small quantities of specimen material are required
to fabricate tensile specimens, high-resolution strain map-
ping is possible, etc.), it also limits its application to fine-
grained specimen materials. The ellipse fitting procedure
proposed in the present work has proved to be an excellent
tool to raise the level of tolerable diffraction ring graini-
ness significantly.

In Figure 17, the longitudinal lattice strains measured (b)
on the Cu-15Mo composite are compared with the neutron

Fig. 17—Applied stress vs lattice strain in longitudinal direction for Cu-diffraction results obtained by Daymond et al. during their
15Mo. Comparison of the results of the present study with Daymond et al.’sin-situ tensile tests on the same material. These authors
results from evaluation of individual peaks[12] and from Rietveld analysis of

applied stresses up to about 160 MPa, thus limiting their multiple peaks[7] (neutron diffraction experiments): (a) copper phase and
investigation to regimes I and II of load partitioning. While (b) molybdenum phase.
carrying out fits on single diffraction peaks allows determi-
nation of elastic strain for the correspondingcrystallographic
direction, it is usual at a pulsed neutron source to average analyzing the shifts of the Mo (110), Cu (111), and Cu

(200) neutron diffraction peaks[12] are shown, along with theover a large number of peaks using a Rietveld refinement
procedure,[19, 23] which has been shown to provide a good corresponding single-peak lattice strains of the present study.

The agreement between corresponding X-ray and neutronmeasure of the bulk average elastic strain.[24] In Figures
17(a) and (b), the Rietveld refinement results[7] as well as curves is satisfactory in the sense that the general trends and

curve shapes are the same. However, for all three sets ofpreviously unpublished “single-peak” lattice strains from
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single-peak results above 50 MPa, X-ray diffraction lattice substance attached to the specimen and that the effects of
diffraction ring graininess can be minimized by applying astrains were systematically larger than neutron diffraction

results by about 200 mstrains. This suggests that the X- sophisticated data fitting procedure.
The improved measurement technique was applied toray results exhibit a systematic error, which is gradually

introduced in an early stage of the in-situ experiment, i.e., study the evolution of elastic phase strains in copper matrix
composites reinforced with agglomerated molybdenum par-at low applied stresses, where the largest specimen displace-

ments occurred (Figure 8). To determine why our correction ticles during in-situ uniaxial tensile deformation. The lattice
strains in the molybdenum phase were used to estimate theprocedure (Eq. [10]) did not eliminate the effects of specimen

movement entirely, we performed an additional ex-situ ten- load fraction carried by the reinforcements, which was found
to vary significantly in the course of the deformation of thesile test to examine in more detail the nature of the specimen

movements occurring during loading and unloading. We composite. At small applied strains, load transfer from the
yielding matrix to the elastic reinforcements was observed.found that the specimen is not only translated by several

tenths of a millimeter, but also rotated around its longitudinal At larger strains (i.e., at about 1 to 2 pct total deformation),
the load fraction carried by the reinforcements reached aaxis by up to about 15 deg during the first two steps of

loading. These rotations are caused by the single-screw maximum and then decreased continuously. This reversal
of load transfer was attributed to the disintegration of thedesign of the screw-driven miniature tensile device. Our

correction procedure, however, was based on the assumption reinforcement particulates, which consisted of fine, sintered
molybdenum particles infiltrated by copper.that the spacing between specimen and calibration substance

remained unchanged, which is true as long as the specimen
is only translated in space, but not when it is rotated around
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